### Trim Pieces

**Base Drip**

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 05  
Detail Num: BT  
Girth Num: 4.25″

**Double Base Drip**

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 05  
Detail Num: BT2  
Girth Num: 6.0″

**1 1/8″ Double J Trim**

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 05  
Detail Num: JM2  
Girth Num: 6.5″

**1 1/8″ J Trim**

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 05  
Detail Num: JM1  
Girth Num: 4.5″

### F&J Trim

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 05  
Detail Num: FJ  
Girth Num: 9.75″

**Wainscot**

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 09  
Detail Num: ZM2  
Girth Num: 5.25″

**Broom Base**

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 09  
Detail Num: BT3  
Girth Num: 6.75″

**Head Trim**

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 09  
Detail Num: HT  
Girth Num: 5.25″

### Cleats

**Continuous Cleat**

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 09  
Detail Num: CC  
Girth Num: 2.0

**Offset Cleat**

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 09  
Detail Num: DC  
Girth Num: 3.375″

### Corners

#### Inside Corner

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 06  
Detail Num: IC  
Girth Num: 10.0″

#### Outside Corner

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 06  
Detail Num: JC  
Girth Num: 10.0″

### Specialty

**Door Cap**

Profile Code: TS1  
Detail Code: 09  
Detail Num: DC  
Girth Num: VAR.